APEC2014 Professional Education Seminars Evaluation

S.17 Small-Signal Modeling and Analytical Analysis of Power Converters
Christophe Basso

Total Attendees: 150
Total Survey Responses: 70 (46.7%)

Content

1. Worthwhile Topic
2. Detail & Technical Depth
3. Content Matched Expectation?
4. Useful In My Work

Presentation

5. Organization
6. Clear Communication
7. Questions Answered
8. Projected Materials

Visuals and Handouts

9. Printed Notes
10. Overall Usefulness
11. Hear Speaker Again?
12. Another Seminar?
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Comparison with All APEC2014 Seminars

**Content**

1. **Worthwhile Topic**
   - Total Attendees: 150
   - Total Survey Responses: 70 (46.7%)
   - This seminar
   - All Seminars

2. **Detail & Technical Depth**

3. **Content Matched Expectation?**

4. **Useful In My Work**

5. **Organization**

6. **Clear Communication**

7. **Questions Answered**

8. **Projected Materials**

**Presentation**

9. **Printed Notes**

10. **Overall Usefulness**

11. **Hear Speaker Again?**

12. **Another Seminar?**

**Visuals and Handouts**

**Overall Rating**